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1 Introduction
1.1

Purpose
This document describes two techniques to extend crosstab calculations
across disparate dimensions or hierarchies within a dimension. Section 2
below shows a screenshot of what happens if you try to do this with
traditional calculations.
These techniques will be useful for report developers that need to create
calculations in crosstabs that span more than one dimension. They will find
uses in building financial reports. The first technique relies upon the member
summary function’s ability to take multiple sets as parameters e.g.
total(something within set set1, se2, set3 etc)
Whereas the alternate approach to resolving this is to use member sets. So
the two techniques will be named “Multiple Set Approach” for the first
approach, and “Member Set Approach” for the second approach.
This document will explain a feature of Report Studio that is not readily
apparent or well documented to date.

1.2

Exclusions and Exceptions
This is a Report Studio technique for crosstabs only. The work for creating
and testing this technique has been performed within the RTM release of
Cognos 8.2.

2 Example showing Error
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The calculation of the Percent of Level data item in the above sample output
is:
[Quantity sold] /
tuple(parent(currentMember([great_outdoors_company].[Sales
Territory].[Sales Territory])), [Quantity sold])

As you can see since the Sales Territory hierarchy is referenced in the
CurrentMember() calculation, it does not have the correct context to satisfy
both the Products hierarchy and the Sales Territory hierarchy at the same
time.
2.1

CurrentMember() function takes a hierarchy as a parameter
When traversing members in a crosstab in a given calculation, the
CurrentMember() function is often used to provide context for the calculation.
When disparate dimensions or hierarchies are stacked in the crosstab, the
CurrentMember(hierarchy) component of the calculation only refers to one of
the hierarchies thus giving an error condition in the crosstab for the other
hierarchies.

2.2

Parent() may not represent the rollup of the members in the set
When attempting to generate a percent of base calculation the parent
member may not contain the appropriate summary for the set itself. There
are two reasons why this might take place: the rollup at the parent is not the
straight sum of the child members or the set that is being used on the rows is
not the complete set of children for the parent member.
We will look at using member summary functions to build a more appropriate
expression to define the denominator for our percentage.
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3 Multiple Sets Approach
The built-in functions for Member Summaries are accessed from the following
location in the Functions list of the Available Components pane of the
Expression Editor:

Each has a syntax similar to:
Total ( < CurrentMeasure | expr >
set_expr} )

within set set_expr {,

It’s the ability to add multiple {, set_expr} to this function which allows this
first technique to work.
Lets change our example to use the Total() Member Summary.
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From
[Quantity sold] /
tuple(parent(currentMember([great_outdoors_company].[Sales
Territory].[Sales Territory])), [Quantity sold])

To
[Quantity sold] /
total ( [Quantity sold] within set [Products1], [Sales
Territory1])

Here [Products1] and [Sales Territory1] are the data item references to the
existing sets that we have defined on our rows.
This gives:

This of course can be formatted to be a percentage. However, we can make
use of the percentage() Member Summary function to automatically take
care of the percentage formatting
percentage([Quantity sold] within set [Product line],[Sales
territory]))
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This gives us:

This approach has be benefit that the drill down and up behaviour on the
hierarchy does not need to be modified. i.e. product line to product type to
product name.
The drawback to this approach is that listing multiple sets within a member
summary function is a request to generate a cross-product of the two sets.
There are several issues with this approach. The first is that a cross-product
cannot currently be performed between different hierarchies of the same
dimension. When attempting to do so you will receive a message similar to
the following:
OP-ERR-0045 Unable to support query items from two or more
hierarchies of a single dimension within a query:
hierarchy1="[Sales Territory].[]"; hierarchy2="[Sales
Territory].[By Staff name]".

The second potential issue is that if you are using a DMR model the
relationships to the fact table may be defined with inner joins. This means
that a sparse fact table may not have matching records for the intersections
of both dimensions. In such cases this may result in a smaller data set than
would be encountered when querying from the respective dimensions
individually.
A third consideration occurs in processing such a cross-product of the two
sets. When the sets are large there may be additional processing required to
generate the product of the two sets. For example, if the first set contains 10
members and the second set contains 20 members then the intermediate
cross-product required in the member summaries will be a set of 200 tuples.
When working with many sets on an edge this cross-product processing
requirement can become an even greater impact on performance.
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4 Member Set Approach
This approach to solving the problem, relies on Report Studio’s ability to
define Member Sets. A Member Set is simply an alias for an existing set
within the query.
To define Member Sets for a Query object,

Then click on the member sets tab and drag the data items that appear in the
rows of our crosstab:
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Under the Member Set properties, change the name attribute to the same
“Common Alias”. In this case “row_Edge” is being used as the new, common,
alias for the two different sets.

The name of the new alias is not important, but it has to be identical to
others that appear in the crosstab row or column that you want the
calculation to span and it should not duplicate the name of an existing data
item in the query. The distinction from the other data item names prevents
confusion when referencing the alias in expressions. This new common alias
is what we will refer to in our calculation.
The calculation, now becomes
percentage( [Quantity sold] within set [row_Edge])
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Change the Solve order on the calculation, so that it is calculated after the
row totals. The default solve order for the row totals is 1. Assign a solve
order to the calculation that is greater than 1 to obtain the correct rollup of
the percentage calculation.

The report is now like this:

Drill down is not enabled at this point because a member set has been
defined for the sets on the row edge of our crosstab. Member sets are the
basis of some advanced drill behaviours and once they are defined a drill
behaviour must be assigned to the data item to enable drill up and drill down.
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In Report Studio, select Drill Behavior from the Data menu and then select
the Advanced Tab.

Choose the data items in the cross tab row edge change their Drill-down
behaviour to “Replace Expression”. This has the same effect as the default
drill behaviour when drilling down.
For more info on defining drill behaviour obtain this document called “Drill
Up/Down” from the Proven Practice web site.
http://support.cognos.com/supported/tti/public/docs/cognos_pp_reporting_drill_u
p-down.pdf?lid=cognos_pp_reporting_drill_up-down

So, with this approach there is an extra step to redefine drill behaviours for
interactive HTML output. Currently there is also limit to including multiple
hierarchies of the same dimension as the member sets for the query. When
using multiple hierarchies from the same dimension you will receive a
message that reads something like:
PCA-ERR-0028 The query cannot specify more than one hierarchy for
"Sales Territory" dimension.
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At this time the issue can be resolved by adding the row totals into the
“Common alias” that we have defined for the sets on the rows of the
crosstab. Assigning the Totals to the “row_Edge” alias in our member sets will
ensure that all the sets on the edge are being parsed appropriately. However,
the member summary functions require a set to be defined for the “within
set” clause and the totals that are on the crosstab rows will only produce a
single summary member. To ensure that a set is always referenced in the
member summary function it is necessary to modify the expression as
follows.
Original expression:
percentage([Quantity sold] within set [row_Edge])

Modified expression:
percentage([Quantity sold] within set set([row_Edge]))

This change will ensure that when the single member of the Total row
summary is being evaluated within the expression it will be treated as a set
(containing a single member) rather than as a single member object alone.
However, the processing of this approach does not require a cross-product
and can result in performance improvements over the previous technique
when using large data sets.

5 Summary
Based on these two approaches you can generate any number of complex
report layouts to present data from multiple dimensions and hierarchies using
a single query. Using a single query will facilitate alignment of objects on your
report and allow for easier page breaking as the data items will be controlled
by a common crosstab container.
Using the cross-product of the two sets to generate the summaries used in
the new calculation provides an intuitive approach to designing calculations
and allows the current drill behaviours to be preserved without modification.
The member set approach allows for more straight-forward queries to be
submitted to the data source but requires that drill behaviours be assigned to
the data items to redefine the ability to drill up and down on the sets in the
rows.
Regardless of the approach, both approaches increase the power of the
reporting techniques at your disposal.
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